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Future Possibilities 
Using the Akashic Records 

 
Now that you are becoming familiar with the idea of Generating Positive Momentum in the 
Akashic Records, let’s take it one step further into your Future Possibilities! 
 
One Important Thought About the Future:  The future has not been created yet. YOU create 
your future with your free will, one choice at a time.  When working in the Akashic Records we 
do not ask questions that are assuming that the future is known already and you simply need 
the information about it.  Holding the energy that you get to create the reality you will 
experience and you begin right where you are, move forward in small, do-able ways, and then 
you end up at the future you are envisioning and striving for now. 
 
Here are some examples of questions that imply a future that has already been created: 

1. I love my boyfriend and we have been dating for two years now. When will he ask me to 
marry him? 

2. I am considering a change of careers. Will I be more successful as a real estate agent or a 
dog groomer? Which one should I pick? 

3. Someone just offered me an opportunity to invest in a new company. Would this be a 
good idea? 
 

With each of these sample questions what you can notice is that the person is asking for direct 
guidance from an outside source that does not include their input and assumes there is a 
confirmed outcome to any of these choices. 
 
Because we live in a free will zone our future is created based on everyday choices we make 
that are best aligned with our inner wisdom and in pursuit of our desires.  
 
Any questions you ask about your future are always about your potential future, not a future 
that has already been decided. 
 
With this in mind let’s explore the best way to approach the future as you work in your Akashic 
Records. 
 
The way you move in the direction of a desirable future is by opening up to Soul-Aligned Steps.  
Soul-Aligned Steps are small steps you take in your life that move you in the direction of your 
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dreams and desires.  If every step is aligned with your Inner Truth and is do-able for you now, 
then you will get to where you would like to be in the long run. 
 
Here are the general steps to take in your Akashic Records: 

1. Open your Akashic Records. Settle in and connect with your Soul Guidance Team (SGT).   
2. Share your visions, dreams and desires with your Soul Guidance Team (SGT). Share your 

awareness of your strengths and weaknesses are relative to manifesting this desire. 
3. It is perfectly fine to share your emotions too: the areas where you feel confident and 

the areas you may feel unsure of yourself, worried or insecure. 
4. Then ask your SGT to support you in taking the next best step toward this dream or 

desire.  When you ask for this kind of guidance you will receive an action step that is 
aligned and doable for you now. 

5. If you do not feel it is possible for you to do what they suggest, then please share with 
them your concerns and ask them for something that is more manageable for you at this 
time. 

6. It is important for you to put their suggestion(s) into action since that will create the 
new energetic pattern that will align you more closely with your dreams. 

7. Also, be open to their suggestions about needing to release older patterns that aren’t 
serving you at this time (you can work on easily releasing those patterns in your Akashic 
Records!) or illuminating ways that you can adjust your dream or vision to be more 
aligned with your Soul-Level Truth. 

8. Sometimes it is required to go deeper below the surface of our dreams and desires to 
see what is truly there and work on manifesting that deeper level. 
 
Here’s an example to illustrate #8:  
Perhaps you have fallen in love with someone who is married, which simply means they 
are unavailable to you at this time.  Because of the love you feel you will only see that 
person as your ideal partner and you will work toward manifesting only that person to 
be part of your life. 
 
In this situation there are several people involved and a lot of free will! 
 
What you can do is go deeper, beneath the surface of what you desire in a relationship. 
You can consider what they qualities that the other person has that are desirable to you.  
You can cultivate the vision of you believe your life would be with them, without 
attachment to that one particular person being the person you are meant to be with.   
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You can then work in your Akashic Records to be a vibrational match for the type of love 
and relationship you wish to experience without the requirement that it happens with 
the person who is currently not available to be in a relationship with you now. 

9. Be Open to Many Different Pathways of the Manifestation of your Desires.  It may 
happen the way you wish or it may happen in a way that might surprise you! 

 
Consider working in your Akashic Records to successfully maneuver through life successfully so 
you feel VICTORIOUS! 
 


